A double-blind controlled trial of two dose levels of factor VIII in the treatment of high risk haemarthroses in haemophilia A.
One hundred and thirteen haemarthroses involving the knees, ankles and elbows of 29 severe haemophiliacs presenting with at least two of the risk factors, pain, tenderness, loss of more than 50% of movement and a delay of more than 3 h in treatment were studied. Each was given either a 20% or 40% dose of factor VIII and progress was then reviewed by medical staff unaware of the initial dosage. There was no significant effect on the retransfusion rate nor on the time to complete resolution. However, the difference between the percentage of patients showing residual movement restriction was significantly in favour of the high dose at 24, 36 and 48 h when all the bleeds were pooled and at 48 h for elbow bleeds.